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Abstract Laz-Megrelian study has a long history. Still,

many issues of its structure and history require clarification
and in-depth research. Just to this problem is dedicated the
project fundamental work "Laz-Megrelian grammar. I.
Morphology "which demonstrated the correlation,
similarities and differences between Laz and Megrelian. The
research outcomes confirmed a substantiated and stable
nature of the postulate: system of sound correspondences is
the basis for the correlation between Laz and Megrelian as
linguistic entities. Linguistically, the limits between the
Kartvelian languages and dialects are determined by regular,
systematic and logical sound correspondences which were
revealed among the members of this language group. Vowels
and consonants demonstrate common picture in Laz and
Megrelian, the language (phonological) system is similar.
Therefore, Megrelian-Laz should be deemed to be two
dialects of one language. Similar qualification is supported
by the morphological analysis carried out by the project
participants. The work deals with the correlation between the
Megrelian and Laz as well as their linguistic status.
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problematic issues of the Laz-Megrelian grammar.

2. Methodology
The issue has been processed from synchronic and
diachronic (historical) standpoint. Scientific research used
descriptive, historical and comparative methods, which
essentially were defined by the tasks set.
Laz and Megrelian subdialectal properties have been
considered.
Comparative analysis of the Laz and Megrelian data
demonstrated the quality and outcomes of systemic changes.
The study is based on new field materials, which were
obtained by the authors and have not been in scientific
circulation up to date.

3. Results
The Megrelian-Laz morphology is characterized by one
type declension:
a) The number of simple cases of both linguistic units is
basically similar:

1. Introduction
The project - "Laz and Megrelian comparative
grammar (I. Morphology) with the index of common
roots and stems (N11.07)" , which was funded by Shota
Rustaveli National Science Foundation, scrupulously,
comprehensively analyzed Laz and Megrelian systemic
grammar issues, summed up what had been investigated, a
number of key issues are studied in a new way. Based on
fundamental research outcomes as well as the achievements
of modern Kartvelological studies the work analyzed

Laz

Megrelian

Nominative

koC-i

koC-i „man“

Ergative

koC-i-k

koC-i-k / koC-k

Dative

koC-i-s

koC-i-s / ko-s

Genitive

koC-iS

koC-iS

Instrumental

koC-it-e(n)

koC-it

Adverbial

[koC-o(t)]

koC-o(t)

The only difference is made in a sporadic feature of the
Adverbial case in Laz, however, apparently, adverbial forms
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still occur in published texts, but only in the nominals with a
consonant ending, as for the ones with vowel-ending, they
cannot have an Adverbial case in Laz - not a single
occurrence has been attested. The nominals with a
consonant-ending show the following feature: like in
Megrelian, sometimes only -o (= Geo. ad) and sometimes,
more often, -ot (= Geo. -ad) occurs; cf. -o: did-o ‘very/too’,
ir-o ‘always’; -ot: mJveS-ot ‘in old time/days’, art-ot
‘together’, lazur-ot ‘in a Lazian way/Laz-like’…
From this standpoint, it is more noteworthy, that in
Megrelian and Laz along with a Dative case marker -s there
has been confirmed a vowel case marker of VC type with
natural hushing sounding characteristic of Zan preserved in
Georgian napir-as forms. It is considered a Megrelian
yif-aS-e //yif-a-So and Laz yif-aS-a ‘in little pieces’, of
which a Samurzaqanian yif-a-So is the oldest (Laz. a / Megr.
e ← Samurz. o). Aditionally, it clearly demonstrates that an
yif-a-So Adverbial case marker -o (←-ot) was a stable one of
the Laz declension system. Later, in some way, it could be
the influence of foreign languages, the case function
weakened, but due to it Laz does not differ from Megrelian,
on the contrary, a diachronic common picture emerges. b)
The similarity of the Laz-Megrelian declension system is
maintained in the genitive-based cases, which are considered
to be secondary, but the secondary character of some cases is
of Common-Kartvelian. Taking into consideration the above
stated, the secondary character of cases is conditional
because a Megrelian complex form koC-iS-o(T) is attested
in Old Georgian as kac-is-ad and is confirmed in the
mountain dialects of Modern Georgian, moreover, iS-d (←*
-iS-ad) syncopated type is familiar for Svan, as well.
Thus, the Laz has no Purpose, as well as Adverbial cases,
but in Megrelian they are valid. Even in Laz the
Megrelian-like model should have occurred - a
genitive-based case stem + + o(t): koC-iS-o(T) ‘for a man’,
da-S-o(T) ‘for a sister’. If an Adverbial case should not have
been lost in Laz, a Purpose case would be preserved.
In addition to this, the Ergative (-q), Dative (-s) and
Genitive (-iS) case markers are identical in Megrelian and
Laz, but a minor difference is observable with regard to a
Nominative case marker, which occurs as -e at some roots in
Laz: ber-e (Megr. ber-i) ‘child’, kuCx-e (Megr. kuCx-i)
‘leg/foot’, Celamur-e (Megr. Cilamur-i) ‘tear’ ... But there
are forms derived with a Nominative case marker -e both in
Megrelian and Laz, for example, Megr.-Laz. not-e ‘candle,
pinewood spill, beam’, which proves that historically a
Nominative case marker -e was common for both Zan
dialects. However, a synchronic analysis has not singled out
-e as a case marker either in Megrelian or Laz, today it is
merged with a stem, and all nominals ending with -e, are
vowel-stem nominals like the ones having a, e, o, u
vowel-endings in Laz-Megrelian.
The general characteristic rules for the declension process
are equally stable in Laz, as well as in Megrelian: in both Zan
dialects a stem of a nominal is not either syncopated or elided.
But when a vowel-ended nominal is followed by a case
marker with a vowel at the beginning, certainly, the marker

always loses the initial vowel marker due to the influence of
a stem vowel. An originally Nominative case marker -e that
is merged with a stem can similarly impact on a vowel case
marker in Laz-Megrelian. This fact demonstrates once again
that -e belongs to a stem and does not occur in the declension
process.
The fact that initially -e really was a Nominative case
marker (along with -i) is reinforced by the reality that Laz
plural marker of plural nominals is always represented by
-ep-e form, unlike Megrelian, which uses -ep-i like in
Georgian (= Geo. -eb-i): koC-ef-e, Megr. koC-ef-i ‘men’.
The other features are also observable, in particular, in
Megrelian the nominals with -a vowel-ending are elided due
to the influence of a plural marker -ep, but in Laz, on the
contrary, like in the declension process, a grammar tools
(resp. a case marker with a vowel at the beginning)
undergoes changes - Megr. dixa / dix-ep-i ‘lands’, Laz. dixa /
dixa-p-e ‘lands’, but in the case of nominals with o, e, u
vowel-endings the system undergoes correction, even in
Megrelian -e of plural marker is lost.
The Laz and Megrelian reveal similarity in formation of
plural of da-l-ep-e/i ‘sisters’ type which is known in the
professional literature: an initial root -l sonor, which is elided
in singular, is maintained in plural forms, like in word
derivation process; cf. Megr.-Laz. Ja ‘tree’ (= Old Geo. Zel-i)
– pl. Jal-ep-i/e ‘trees’, o-Jal-eS-i ‘for beam’, Jal-ona ‘alley’ ...
c) in declension of a determinatum and determinandum in
both Zan dialects, there is no difference between the stems
with vowel and consonant endings: neither in Laz nor in
Megrelian during the declension of both nominals a
determinandum does not change a case, accordingly, a
number is not changed, as well. This Laz-Megrelian
phenomenon is so obvious that even G. Rosen notes that the
determinatum and determinandum is declined like a
compound word: didi koCi ‘big man", didi koCi-k ‘big man’,
didi koCi-s ‘big man’, didi koC-iS ‘of a big man’... Although
the plural nominals with -ep-e and -ep-i markers seem to be
homogenous in Laz and Megrelian, the relict traces of plural
with n- and t- markers at the demonstrative pronouns in
Megrelian as well as in Laz seem to be especially noteworthy
phenomenon; cf. Laz ha-n-i ‘these’, hi-n-i ‘those’ (like in
Georgian) and the mu-n-ep-i ‘those’ in Megrelian, while
mu-t-ep-i ‘those’ in Laz. A singled out -n- in Megrelian and
Laz and -t- in Laz are believed to be formants of plural with
-n- and -t- because a suffix -t-a is evident in certain
Megrelian syntagms.
Moreover, the mut-er-e ‘those’, hat-er-e ‘these’ and
het-er-e ‘those’ forms fixed in the Vits sub-dialect by Arn.
Chikobava, clearly indicate the existence of plural nouns
with -er suffix, equivalent of which in Svan is almost the
only plural marker: txum -- txum-ar ‘heads’…
In the Kartvelian languages an Adjective has a category of
degree. In Megrelian-Laz the forms of a positive degree are
identical in most cases: Megr.-Laz uCa ‘black’, yiTa ‘red’,
ginZe / gunZe / girZe ‘long’, did-i ‘big’, kunta ‘short’ (Laz
kunt-ur-a ‘February’ = a short month), yife ‘thin, narrow’,
sqvam-i / msqvam-i / msqva ‘beautiful’, unCaS-i / uCaS-i
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‘head/elder’, JveS-i / mJveS-i / mJve ‘old’, qCe / xCe / rCe /
Ce ‘white’...
The forms of a superlative degree are more numerous in
Megrelian, diversion is usually productive. In Laz their
number is less, but affixation is similar - u- -aS confix, a
morphological and phonetic correspondence of a Georgian
u- -es prefix and suffix, is maintained in both subsystems:
Laz-Megr.
u-mkil-aS-i/u-kil-aS-i
‘the
youngest’,
u-did-iS-i/u-did-aS-i
‘the
biggest/largest’,
u-nC-aS-i//u-C-aS-i ‘the eldest’... At that time we have the
only exception - u-mCan-e ‘elder/senior’, which is attested
in the superlative degree form only once, cf. Svan. meC-i
‘old man’.
In Zan dialects a formation of an equality degree is
revealed, as well: Megr. ma-Sxu-a // ma-Sxv-a ‘as thick
as…’, Laz. ma-peJan-a "id". The formation of a comparative
degree with -ora suffix (mo-//do-)myit-ora ‘reddish’, which
seems formally different from /mo- -o/ : /mo- -e/
((mo-Sav-o : mo-uC-e ‘blackish’) confixal derivation
attested in Georgian and Megrelian, seems to be notable. In
the terms of origin, our attention is focused on Svan -ara
(sgel-ara ‘thickish’) suffixal derivation: an exact
correspondence of a Laz suffix is revealed: Laz -ora: Svan
-ara. It is noteworthy that in Laz an initial position is similar
to Georgian-Megrelian – a preverb is used, the final affix
coincides with Svan one and reflects *-ara morpheme of the
Common Kartvelian radical language.
Morphologically, a verb can be either single-personal or
bi-personal in Laz and Megrelian. In a single-personal verb
only a subject person is expressed, in bi-personal - an object
and subject, in tri-personal verb, like in a bi-personal one,
only one of objects (case-unchanging). We emphasize, that
according to morphological parameters a Laz-Megelian verb
is bi-personal. From this standpoint Laz and Megrelian
reveal similarity. Both dialects manifest difference in
relation with Old Georgian and Svan where a verb expresses
the third person, as well, even if it expresses a case-changing
plural object: in Old Georgian - -n, in Svan - -al.
The Inversive process of relative and static verbs is clearly
shown in Laz-Megrelian, since inversion is associated with a
case-unchanged object. Accordingly, an issue of
morpho-syntactic function of a Dative case in Megrelian and
Laz arose. In Megrelian the function of Dative is similar of
that in Georgian: it is a case for a case-unchanging as well as
case-changing object, also a real subject of inversive
transitive verbs in III series and RS of relative-static verbs
are in Dative case, i.e. Dative case position in Megrelian is
stable. The same cannot be said about Laz. In Laz only
case-unchanging object person and real subject of inversive
relative-intransitive verbs are in Dative case. It appeared that
in transitive verbs inversion is less productive - another
system to form the Perfect tenses has been established. But
despite the fact that in Laz the constructions of objective
order of relative-static verbs are often violated, the
morphological structure of a verb is unchangeable. Thus, in
Megrelian and Laz a common inversive model is formally
used. In particular, a real subject is represented by personal
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markers of m- articulation zone, and a real object – by the
third subject personal marker.
In Laz-Megrelian the plurality of a real subject in a verb is
expressed by -an suffix in the Present and Future scrieves,
-es suffix - in the Past scrieves ; -n is expected in
Subjunctives: uGut-a-n (= Megr. uGud-a-n) ‘they’d have’,
aSquin-a-n (= Megr. aSqurin-a-n) ‘they’d be scared’...
A structure of a preverb in Megrelian and Laz is basically
similar. In both a simple preverb consists of a consonant and
vowel. But an exception, i.e. a preverb is expressed only by a
vowel is also attested. The simple preverbs e-, a-, o- are
similar, as well. A compound preverb is of following
structure: consonant + vowel + consonant + vowel or
vowel + consonant + vowel. All adverbs contain a vowel,
Laz n- adverb is exception. In Laz-Megrelian a system of
preverbs is represented by two subsystems. On the one hand,
there are simple preverbs denoting a concrete direction:
upwards e-; downwards - ge-/gi-; thither – me-/mi-; hither –
mo-/mu-; around - go-; do- preverb is an alternative of
preverb ge-/gi-, but also it has other functions, as well
(intensity, repetition ...): do-lu-n ‘is falling (down)’;
do-Tolums (= Megr. do-Toluns) ‘will cut/slice up’ ... On the
other hand, it appeared, that like in Laz, the same elements
derive compound preverbs in Megrelian. However
Megrelian lacks ja-, jo-, xo- elements, however, it has more
to- and no- segments. Among Laz-Megrelian simple
preverbs a prefix o- preposition is a special case, which
cannot express a direction and mostly derives a perfect
aspect forms: ykomu ‘eating’ - o-ykomu ‘ate’, yofu
‘catching’ - o-yofu ‘caught’ ... A secondary character of
aspect formation with a preverb is approved by that group of
verbs, which, despite the adding some preverbs, express an
imperfect aspect: dgun ‘is standing’ - ge-dgun ‘is standing’;
xen “is sitting’ – ge-xen ’is sitting’, me-Sa-xen ‘is sitting
inside’ ...
With regards to the verb conjugation the work presents the
following: conjugation changes a verb according to scrieves.
And just such changing is deemed to be the basis for a
category of conjugation, i.e. in a verb morphology a scrieve
is the same as a declension in a nominal morphology.
Obviously, any verb potentially occurs in one of existing
forms. The unity of these different forms makes a basis for
conjugation category. Thus, the conjugation is a general term
denoting a category, a scrieve is a term denoting a concrete
verbal form (i.e. Perfect scrieve is the same morphological
data, as an Ergative case; only, they are the members of
different systems).
The comparison of homogeneous verbal forms attributes a
conjugation to a category. Grammatical (morphological)
naming of a member of oppositional relation of Megr.-Laz.
kokiminu ‘did/made’ type is a scrieve of perfect form and its
naming cannot be a category simultaneously. Analogously: a
grammatical (morphological) name of a member of an
opposition relation of Megr.-Laz. oxorik ‘house’ is an
Ergative case form and its naming cannot be a category, as
well. If it concerns a category, it should be discussed about a
category of conjugation and not of a scrieve. In other words,
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any case form is a member of an opposition relation and,
therefore, it makes the basis for considering a declension to
be a category. Additionally: a form of a concrete scrieve is a
member of opposition relation of other system and therefore,
is the basis for considering the conjugation to be a category.
Each scrieve form expresses the grammatical meaning. All
scrieves have a form. This form is created through a certain
combination of morphological elements. The fact is that the
present scrieve is different from the aorist and perfect one,
continuous – from future, future – from subjunctive, etc. A
structure of verbal units should have the function of a
morphological marker. The fact is that this is an orderly
system.
Like a nominal has a category of declension in parallel
with other categories - morphological category (of number)
and semantics (animate, inanimate ...), also a verb has a
category of conjugation in parallel with other morphological
category (of number, voice, version, contact, aspect ...). As
regards a conjugation category it will be a form of any
scrieve, according to a person category – a form of any
person, according to a number category – one of number
forms, according to a subject’s activity-passivity category - a
form of active or passive, according to the category of
possession and purpose - of subjective, objective and neutral
version, etc.
The classification principle is the following: declension is
perceived as a unit of a formal oppositional relation in a
declension category. A scrieve is a unit of a formal
oppositional relation in a conjugation category. The formal
relation implies that this relation has function (i.e. when we
speak about a form, we consider not an abstract form but a
content of a form). Otherwise, speaking about a category is
groundless. Like in Georgian, in Laz a system of scrieves is

presented not according to formation principle, but
according to a functional one: “Formation of scrieves implies
the formation of stems and, therefore, in scrieves system any
scrieve should occupy that place which belongs to it in terms
of formation” (Arnold Chikobava).
The work discusses the issue of Laz Present in a new way,
in particular, the forms of nimers “is taking away”,
otkomers “is throwing” type aren’t historically considered
to be stem-changeable verbs as an initial stem is the same for
the forms of I and II series, so we consider a nimers form to
be a secondary form, an initial seems a *niG-mers variant,
which revealed a root morphemes (cf .: Aoristi: niG-u); G +
m and any other consonant group (C + m) form rising
openness complexes in Present which in Laz and Megrelian
(as well as in Proto-Zan) were overcome by various means,
among which one was superration of non-canonical order
due to the influence of a next sonor caused by the
falling/loosing of a root vowel, like Geo. blikvi ‘fist’ →
Megr. likvi and Laz. *qoSematkobmers > qoSematkomers
‘will hide smth in/into’, *niGmers → nimers ‘is taking/takes
(away)’. Accordingly, Aorist presents a root consonant:
qomeSatkobu ‘hide smth in/into’, niGu ‘took away’, but
Present loses it due to a Laz (Zan) phonotactics.
Laz separates a Megrelian-like scrieve of Future with a
preverb as a system, which is based on Present and similar to
that of the Georgian-Megrelian Future. In the Laz language
the Present with either a preverb or qo-/va- particle is a
Future form and occupies a proper place in the conjugation
system, which is already presented. A paradigm of Future
scrieve of a Zan verb yar- ‘writing’ is an illustrative example,
especially when such formation is frequently fixed in
published Laz texts:

Megrelian
p-yar-un-q
‘I’m writing’
yar-un-q ‘You’re writing’
yar-un-s ‘He/She is writing’

do-p-yar -un-q
do-yar-ur-q

‘I’ll write’
‘You’ll write’

do-yar-un-s

‘He/She’ll write’

p-yar-up/um ‘I’m writing’
yar-up/um ‘You’re writing’
yar-up/um-s ‘He/She is writing’

do-p-yar-up/um
do-yar-up/um
do-yar-up/um-s

‘I’ll write’
‘You’ll write’
‘He/She’ll write’

Laz

The view sustained in this paper is supported by a scrieve paradigm of Future Aorist of yar- ‘writing’ verb, when the
system similarity is beyond doubt:
Megrelian
p-yar-un-d-i
yar-un-d-i
yar-un-d-u

’I was writing’
‘You were writing’
‘He/She was writing’

Laz

p-yar-up/um-t-i
’I was writing’
yar-up/um-t-i
‘You were writing’
yar-up/um-t-u
‘He/She was writing’

do-p-yar-un-d-i
do-yar-un-d-i

‘I’d be writing’
‘You’d be writing’

do-yar-un-d-u

‘He/She‘d be writing’

do-p-yar-up/um-t-i
do-yar-up/um-ti
do-yar-up/um-t-u

‘I’d be writing’
‘You’d be writing’
‘He/She‘d be writing’

In both languages – in Megrelian and Laz lthe Future Subjunctive is a Present Subjunctive form complicated with a preverb
(Megr. do-p-yar-un-d-a, Laz. do-p-yar-up/um-t-a ‘I’d write’). It is followed by a Future Conditional, that seems to be Present
Conditional complicated with a preverb (Megr. do-p-yar-un-d-i-ko(n), Laz. do-p-yar-un-t-i-ko(n) ‘If I’d write’).
Thus, in Laz a scrieve system of I Series is similar to that in Megrelian, which implies its systemic similarity to Georgian.
However, unlike Georgian, Megrelian-Laz has more specific forms conditional scrieves.
A system of scrieves which is illustrated in two verbal roots yar- ‘writing’ and Gur-‘the death’, is as follows:
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Pres. Cont.
Past Cont.
Pres.Subj.
Pres.Cond.
Fut.

yaruns

‘is writing’

Guru(n)
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‘is dying’

yarundu

‘was writing’

Gurudu

‘was dying’

yarundas

‘would be writing’

Gurudas

‘would be dying’

‘would have been writing’

Guruduko(n)

‘would have been dying’

‘will write’

doGuru

‘will die’

yarunduko(n)
doyaruns

Fut.Perf.

doyarundu

‘will have written’

doGurudu

‘will have died’

Fut. Subj.

doyarundas

‘would write’

doGurudas

‘would die’

Fur.Cond.

‘would have written’

doGuruduko

‘would have died’

Aorist

yaru

‘wrote’

Guru

‘died’

II Subj.

yaras

‘will have written’

Guras

‘will have died’

II Cond.

yaruko(n)

‘will have written’

Guruko(n)

‘will have died’

Pr.Perf.

uyaru(n)

’has written’

Gur(el)e(n)

‘has died’

Past Perf.

uyarudu

‘had written’

Gur(el)edu

‘has died’

uyarudas

‘would have written’

Gur(el)edas

‘would have died’

III Cond.

uyaruduko(n)

‘would have written’

Gur(el)edukon(n)

‘would have died”

Pr. Perf.

noyarue(n)

‘has written’

noGurue(n)

‘has died’

III Subj.

Plusq. Perf.
IV Subj.
IV Cond.

doyarunduko

noyaruedu
noyaruedas
noyarueduko(n)

’has had written’

noGuruedu

‘has had died’

’would have written’

noGuruedas

‘would have died’

‘would have written’

noGurueduko(n)

‘would have died’

The comparison with the traditional system will
demonstrate that the difference is obvious, but it is based on
appropriate arguments. Actually, so called the Future derived
from Subjunctive has been removed from Laz traditional
system of scrieves, but its place was occupied by the Future
formed analogous to that of Megrelian and which is derived
through the combination of a preverb of neutral semantics
and present form. In this way Future forms have been
restored.
Those forms have been removed from a system of scrieves,
the components of which were: unon / untu / onteren. We
considered that they are the elements expressing the
semantics of desire/wish with which they invest
corresponding verbal forms, which independently express
the grammatical contents of any scrieve.
The forms of zumatu / zumatukon type have been
removed from a system of scrieves, as the forms of
independent scrieve, because we suppose that a case-marker
seems to be simplified in zumatu, yaratu... zumatukon,
yaratukon... derived forms: zumatu < zumaptu... zumatukon
< zumaptukon. Such an explanation cannot be blocked by the
fact that in zum-um-s form -u- (and not -a-) occurs. A
case-marker changing is quite common process not only in
Zan, but generally, in the Kartvelian languages. Therefore,
zum-a-tu is considered to be a parallel version of zum-um-tu;
analogously: zum-a-tu-kon < zum-ap-tu-kon... In a word, the
forms of bzumati, bzumatikon type which are the result of
phonological simplification, underwent changing: -ap > -a.
Consequently, on this ground a bzumati form should be
logically considered not a separate scrieve, but as a variant of
Imperfect, analogously, bzumatikon – phonologically
simplified variant of Imperfect Conditional. A system of Laz
scrieves is similar to that of Megrelian not only in the

number: Laz, as well as Megrelian has 19 scrieves. The eight
out of nineteen scrives are characteristic of Laz-Megrelian
(including 4 scrieves - so called the forms of IV Series are
characteristic of some Georgian dialects). The rest are
common with Georgian.
As for the morphological category of voice from andpoint
of structural (formal) analysis of a verb, we consider that Zan
has only two voices: passive and active. For the verbs of a
middle voice, T. Uturgaidze’s view should be taken into
account: these verbs (qris ‘is blowing’, wuxs ‘is sad/worries’,
duGs ‘is boiling’, dgas ‘is standing’ , wevs ‘is lying’ ...)
became medium verbs after the formation of voice category.
The verbs of middle voice are still separated, only because
they form a group of verbs, which can be called unvoiced
verbs, because they have no voice. This was partly
determined by their semantics, and largely by their static
character. These verbs have not developed a voice and, only
after this it became possible to distinguish them as a separate
group, since it is obvious that in middle-active verbs a direct
object is lost and owing to this the action, which moves from
a subject to an object, becomes a subject-receiver and the
impression is that we deal with other type of a verb, while the
difference is made by losing only one unit, cf. Old Geo.
h-Kiv-i-s _ h-Kiv-a (!), but Mod. Geo. Kiv-i-s _ i-Kivl-a ‘is
crowing -- crowed’. In Megrelian-Laz the Laz verbs of
oxorJa-q-i-xoron-s / xoron-ap-s ‘a woman is dancing’ with iprefix and case-marker (am / -ap, -um / -up ...) type are
considered to be dynamic (active) verbs in both language
subsystems, and due to this they adapt to a subject in
Ergative case, otherwise static verbs never occur in Ergative
case. Static-dynamic character of the verbs without a
case-marker determines the absence or presence of the aorist
of tenses and moods, in particular, the verbs with a case
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marker have aorist, the static verbs without a case-marker
and with -e/-u suffix - never have one. This is usually a stable
rule in Laz-Megrelian. The Laz-Megrelian material showed
the tendency for activation (turning into dynamic) of static
verbs. This tendency is clearly featured in Laz material. As it
is known, Laz has no -un case-marker, it is characteristic
only of Megrelian and occurs when in Laz -um is attested (in
Khop. -up). The latter is an exact phonetic-functional
correspondence of Georgian case-marker -am (→//-av). But
-un is also attested as a case-marker in Laz, but its origin is
different and is the result just of the activation of a stem,
which is supported by the existence of parallel forms in Laz.
An example of a static verb with a –u- suffix futx-u-n ‘ is
jumping/leaping, flying’ - kvinCi futx-u-n ‘A bird is
jumping/leaping’. As it was expected, a subject of a static
verb is in Nominative case, but by adding a personal marker
-s of a S3, which results the activation of a grammatical
content of a verb, makes a verb unfamiliar for Laz (a verb
with -un case marker), that becomes dynamic and in Present
a subject occurs in Ergative, like all other transitive verbs:
kvinCi-q futx-u-n-s ‘A bird is scared’.
An analogous picture is observable in sxap- ‘jumps,
dances’ verbal form, when sxap- turns into a dynamic verb
with a case-marker in Megrelian, cf .: Laz. sxap-u-n ‘jumps’,
but Megr. sxap-un-s ‘jumps, dances’. In Zan dialects various
affixes have been distinguished in formation of the passive
voice, some of them appeared even for the first time. It
turned out that all these varieties, which had been considered
to be the features of separate dialects, more or less were
characteristic of both dialects:
a) unmarked passive: tub-u-n / tib-u(-n) ‘is getting
warm’;
b) passive with -an suffix: v-i-Gul-an-e-r /
v-i-Gul-an-eb-u-q ‘I’m getting bend’;
c) passive with -d: Squr-d-u-n / Squr-d-u(-n) ‘’will be
scared/afraid’;
d) "confixal": a - e (a-wkun-e-n ‘aches’ / a-yv-e-(-n)
‘will ache’), i - e (i-wk-e-n ‘is looking’/i-rwKeb-e(-n)
‘will appear, is seen’), a - u (a-y(v)-u-n ‘burns,
aches’/ a-y(u)-u(n) ‘burns, aches’ ), i - u (i-mful-u-n
‘hides oneself ‘ / i-ful-u(-n) ‘hides oneself’), o - u
(v-o-ykond-u-r
/
v-o-yKord-u-q
‘I
come
across/encounter’), and confixal and passive with
-ap suffix (gam-i-Txv-af-u-n / i-Txu-af-u-(n) ‘She is
getting married’; a-’v-af-u-n ‘will have smb’ /
a-’u-af-u(-n) ‘will have smb/smth’…).
Conjunction should be analyzed in terms of syntax, but in
general, it can be viewed morphologically, as well
(Shanidze). At first, it refers to the structure and origin of
interjections. Virtually, the history of studying the Zan
conjunctions started N. Marr’s “Chan (Laz) Grammar”, in
which the scholar discusses several conjunctions, their place
in a sentence [9, 71]. The work demonstrates the correlations
between Georgian and Laz-Megrelian grouping, separating,
opposing and subordinating conjunctions.
In Laz-Megrelian the causative semantics is expressed by

a morpheme -ap, which coincides with a derivative formant
of a present stem, i.e. a case-marker. In a causative form,
along with -ap suffix a prefix o- is also confirmed which is a
morpho-phonetic correspondence of Georgian -a. They have
a common grammatical function - to express not only
causative. In this regard, in Megelian-Laz the picture is same
as in Georgian. Unlike in Laz, in Megrelian -ap suffix is
followed by -u. Megrelian causative verb has -apu- ending
in I series. In Perfect in a relevant phonological surrounding,
in Megrelian there occur distanced double -ap:
uyar-ap-u-ap-u ‘Smb made smb write’.
In Khop subdialect of Laz there occurs -ap-up
combination in the present scrieves, in Vits-Arkab -ap-am
combination. In Megrelian-Laz the present should be initial
for those causative forms in which root form an/-am/-ap
thematic suffix is attested. Just this suffix is considered to be
a marker of causative.
Occasionally (like in Georgian), before a causative
morpheme a suffix characteristic of masdar takes place: -al:
Cu-al-a ‘keeping’ _ o-tqu-al-ap-u-an-s ‘Smb makes smb say
smth’ (cf. Present: Cu-an-s ‘keeps/is keeping’); -ir: kitx-ir-i
‘reading’ _ o-kitx-ir-ap-u-an-s ‘Smb makes smth read’ (cf.
Present: kitxulens ‘reads/is reading’). A masdar form as a
basis for causative formation is obvious in Georgian as well,
but it happens rarely, only in certain cases.
Infinitive and participle are derived similarly in Megrelian
and Laz. N. Marr argued about “an obvious difference”
between basic derivative formants of masdar (in Megrelian
-ua – in Laz o-u confixes) in order to consider Laz to be a
separate language. But it turned out that a masdar with a
Megrelian-like -ua suffix is also attested in Chkhal
sub-dialect of Laz. Chkhal regularly reveals -ua ending. This
fact brings a Chkhal sub-dialect of Laz closer to Megrelian:
Megrelian/Chkhal Laz
bar-u-a o-bar-u
‘blowing
(is
blowing)
bax-u-a o-bax-u
‘bitting’
bon-u-a o-bon-u
`bathing/washing
’...
Moreover, the Chkhal should have been characteristic for
whole Laz, which is clearly supported by substantivized
masdars preserved in this language system. The nouns with
-va ending in Laz is under consideration. Their number is
quite large: wil-va ‘November’ (Megr. wil-u-a
"picking"),
tax-va
‘October’
(Megr.
tax-u-a
‘harvesting’), Cxal-va ‘September’ (Megr.
nCxal-u-a ‘stabbing / goring / butting’), ‘in-va ‘Winter’
(Megr. ‘in-u-a ‘frost’), bjal-va ‘milk’ (Megr.
bjal-u-a/af-a ‘milking’), bar-va ‘breeze’ (Megr. nbar-ua
‘blowing’), xaCq-va ‘hoeing period’ (Megr. xaCq-u-a
‘hoeing’), wiw-va ‘quarreling’, jul-va ‘leg skiing’,
piC-va ‘fasting’ (Megr. dopiC-u-a ‘will Lent/fast’), kor-va
‘one package’ ( Megr. kir-u-a ‘packing/bundling’) ...
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and Megrelian.
The monograph analyzes Laz as well as Megrelian data.
Arnold Chikobava’s work "Chan grammatical analysis" All analytical levels reveals those common and distinctive
[1] is the first work in which Laz-Megrelian-Georgian properties which were characteristic of Laz and Megrelian.
language systems are compared. This work as well as Basing on numerous linguistic materials a systematic
"Laz-Megrelian-Georgian Comparative Dictionary" [2] laid research reveals those trends which have been outlined in the
the foundation for studying the Kartvelian languages, which last few decades in terms of the correlation between Laz and
is directed to study Laz-Megrelian as the Zan language Megrelian, viz: a) in morphology the grammatically or
dialects. Since then the work has been carried out at the TSU semantically valuable groups have been selected out for each
Arnold Chikobava Institute of Linguistics, while part of speech; peculiarities of form-/word-building have
simultaneously, basing on G. Deeters, one part of researchers been described; b) morphological classification basis of
have been studying Laz and Megrelian as independent verbs have been specially processed; verb categories have
languages. This work was particularly fruitful in the 1960-ies: been indexed: tense system, mood deverbative nominals
Th. Gamkrelidze and G. Machavariani’s work "System of (masdar and participle); c) form-unchanging parts of speech
sonants and ablaut in Georgian" [3] was published. Since have been processed and compared on the basis of Laz and
then many fundamental works, articles have been created Megrelian data; d) index of common Megrelian and Laz
and large noteworthy material have been accumulated. The roots and stems (actually a comparative dictionary) has been
present level and direction of linguistic research required created.
comprehensive and in-depth comparative linguistic analysis
And all these have been processed to show common and
of Laz and Megrelian, which would be an important step to difference, the parallels with Georgian have been drawn.
compile comparative grammar of the Kartvelian
Laz-Megrelian (i.e. Zan) is included in the
languages. This was essential to interpret newly a number of South-Caucasian (Iberian) group of the Iberian-Caucasian
morphological issues, which were considered as a languages, which is called the Kartvelian languages. The
“watershed” between Laz and Megrelian as independent professional literature uses other (except Zan and
languages.
Laz-Megrelian) term to denote this Kartvelian language In particular, G. Kartozia considered it essential to Colchian language (A. Shanidze, K. Danelia, Z.
investigate Laz and Megrelian phonetic rules as well as Chumburidze ...). The latter underlines language and tribal
morphological and syntactic properties. His monograph "Laz unity of Megrelians and Lazes since the Colchis era.
language and its place in the system of Kartvelian
The kindred languages of Megrelian-Laz are Georgian and
languages" [4] deals with just the systemic research.
Svan. Formal and functional correspondences at all lingual
According to the scholar, "Zan dialects functioned as one hierarchical levels turn Laz-Megrelian into the kindred
language until morphological, lexical differences were few. languages of the Kartvelian ones. It makes possible to
In spite of phonological system changes, increasing of hypothesize the origin of these languages from a common
morphological and lexical differences caused their language and to postulate one proto-language (Common
fragmentation into two languages" (ibid, 21-22). As the Kartvelian).
scholar notes, phonetic fragmentation basis of Zan into two
From the kinship standpoint, Gerhard Deeters attempted
dialects is considered some Laz phonetic properties, which to depict schematically the correlation of the Kartvelian
differ Khop-Chkhal dialect from Vits-Arkab and languages and dialects:
Atin-Ardashen, but it is close to Megrelian. As the scholar
supposes after the fragmentation of Zan, Khop-Chkhal
sub-dialect was separated from Megrelian dialect
("i-dialect”), and “sheltered” Laz (“u-dialect "), due to which
it assimilated a number of morphological, syntactical and
lexical innovations (ibid, 23). Essentially the same view is
given in the monograph "Linguistic analysis of Megrelian"
[5], which is an attempt to show those grammatical and
vocabulary differences, which indicate the formation of
Megrelian from Laz as the independent language.
"Laz-Megrelian grammar. I. Morphology" [6] prepared
and published at Arnold Chikobava Institute of Linguistics
compares Laz and Megrelian morphological systems: to
what extent these systems differ from each other, whether
Truthfulness of this scheme is reflected in its Svan part
these differences can be or not the basis to qualify these
languages as independent ones. The monograph analyzes the that implies the formation and separation of Svan (resp.
Laz-Megrelian basic vocabulary that is attached to the dialect) from a proto-language as an independent linguistic
monograph as an index of common roots and stems and unit, but the Georgian-Zan component (unity?) of the same
includes only those lexical units which are common for Laz scheme does not reflect the prehistoric picture, as occurrence
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of sound correspondences (in sibilants as well as in vowels)
supports the existence of at least three independent linguistic
units (subsystems) in Common Kartvelian. These languages
are: Georgian, Zan and Svan. It can be hypothesized that in
the prehistoric era there existed the fourth Kartvelian
linguistic data. This assumption is supported by those lexical
units which occur in the south (Meskhian-Javakhian) dialects
of Georgian, but, because of it synonymic character it is
considered to be originated from another dialectal group
(fourth Kartvelian language). Such word seems a Javakhian
zaGar- "gun-dog", which, considering the phoneme
relations among the Kartvelian languages, would be
characterized as a language of a-sounding, like Georgian and
Svan (Geo. ZaGl-, Svan jaGv- "dog"). An initial z is close to
Svan spirantization (cf. J → j in Svan and Z → z in the
Kartvelian dialect), but the whistling sounding is of
Georgian-like. As Zan ( Megrelian-Zan) properties, in
alleged dialect (language?) the non-root-syncope property
(full sounding ZaGar-) is of Zan-like. A phonetic
transformation l → r at the end of the root is of Zan-like, as
well (ZaGar -/JoGor-).
The similar features is obvious in another possible lexical
unit, like a Geo. axor- "stable" is considered. Even in this
case a Georgian-like vocalism, an initial a (axor-/saxl-) is
preserved at the beginning of a word, but like in
Megrelian-Laz s in anlaut (resp. S) obviously is lost and
Zan-like non-syncope feature is again proven, like l → r
transformation (cf. saxl-/oxor/axor-). In view of aforesaid, if
this assumption is true, two Common Kartvelian archetypes
should be reconstructed - *ZaGal-„dog“ and *saxol"house".
In the future, similar material abundance will enable us to
discuss the existence of another whistling type language
(fourth language-tribal unit) in the Kartvelian linguistics,
which should have been of Georgian-like according to other
parameters,
since
the
signs
of
Z
→
z
spirantization-desaffricatization is observable in Old
Georgian, as well: zroxa/Zroxa, zaxil-i/Zaxil-i and so forth.
Linguistically, the limits between the Kartvelian
languages and dialects are determined by the existence of
regular, natural and systematic sound correspondences
among the members of this language group. Transformation
of the initial (Common Kartvelian) phonological system into
three subsystems implies the origin of three language units
(firstly of dialect, further of a language) and realization/death
of
originating
language
(proto-Kartvelian)
in
proto-Kartvelian dialects. Denying the Georgian language
parameters on the basis of other language (Avar) data is
groundless in this case. It is high time to name the linguist
factor as linguistics: disclosure of the sound correspondences
is a reliable classifier to qualify a language and dialect of the
Kartvelian languages and dialects, just it defines the
boundaries between Georgian, Zan and Svan, because on the
following ground of decomposition of Common Kartvelian
proto-language any member of this three-member system
was an independent linguistic unit (on the phonology,
morphology level).

As the Dagestanian (Avar) language data, in particular, the
cooperation between the Tokhur and Chadakol subdialects of
the Antsukh dialect where sibilant vowels of these two
subdialects reveal the same correspondences as Georgian
and Svan-Zan (Th. Gamkrelidze, G. Machavariani, G.
Kartozia...). Although, in the named languages there are
considerable sibilant oppositions whistling : hushing but
sibilant relation of the Kartvelian languages is not based only
on whistling/hushing opposition. In this case, along with
whistling : hushing correspondence a key role is played by
the hushing : hushing + back lingual stop plosive (Geo.
Svidi : Zan SqviTi : Svan iSgvid) correlation, since the
whistling → hushing is observable not only in the Avar
sub-dialects, but in Old Georgian, as well; cf .: frcxili
/frCxili, sxami / Sxami and many others, however, not a
single case of inter-substitution of J/Jg, C/Cq, y/yk, S/Sq
isn’t attested either in Old Georgian or other
Iberian-Caucasian languages. Generally, determining a
language and dialect in the Dagestanian and Nakh systems
the phonemic correlations should be taken into account, but
the key (decisive) role is still played by morphology
(structure). We’ll example the Archib language, the
phonological system of which is attributed to
Avar-Andi-Dido (because of laterals), but from the
morphological structure standpoint it is included in the
Lezgian subgroup of Dagestanian languages.
The monograph puts the issue of the correlation between
the Kartvelian languages in a new way, in particular, it
should be expressed as follows:

Thus, initially on the previous differentiation level, in the
Common Kartvelian proto-language there were at least three
dialects - Georgian, Zan, Svan, of which these dialects were
formulated as independent (historically fixed) languages on
the ground of basic morphological, lexical differences (as
well as of phonological transformation).
Transformation of the initial (Common Kartvelian)
phonological system into three subsystems implies the origin
of three language units (firstly of dialect, further of a
language) and realization/death of originating language
(proto-Kartvelian) in proto-Kartvelian dialects. Since Laz
and Megrelian (and Georgian-Svan) languages reveal the
similar phonetic correspondences, they are two dialects of
one language, i.e. the origin of Colchian (Zan) from
Common Kartvelian proto-language as an independent
language has been contributed by sibilant shifting (whistling
→ hushing, hushing → hushing + back lingual stop-plosive)
as well as the transformation of Common Kartvelian vocal
system in Zan, what is properly called back shifting of
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articulation (Arn. Chikobava), Zan shifting of the same
vowels [5]. Megrelian and Laz vowels and consonants
demonstrate similar picture, the language (phonological)
system here is one.
As for morphology: It should be noted that in some cases
the difference between Megrelian and Laz is debated, but
proper Laz is not always monolithic, namely: a) the third
group of tenses and mood in Khop is formed my means of
the -ere, -ere-t-i, ere-t-a suffixation, while the tenses and
mood is formed by means of auxiliary verb do-r-en,
do-r-t-u-n, do-r-t-a-s in Atin, Vits and Arkab; b) in
Megrelian a masdar is derived by means of a basic formant
-u-a, which is also the only one in Chkhal of Laz. Masdar
with o_u formant is natural for Megrelian, as well, while Laz
substantized masdars demonstrate a trace of -v-a (← -u-a)
masdar, cf. Laz. tax-v-a "corn picking, October" (Megr.
tax-u-a), ‡in-v-a/Kin-v-a "winter, cold weather" (Megr.
‡in-u-a "freeze"), wil-v-a "November, picking" (Megr.
wil-u-a "picking"); c) one of the distinctive factors ი- ending
of aorist in Laz introduced by N. Marr couldn’t create a
dissonance with Megrelian, since along with the aorist emarker, in non-causative verbs, ი-suffix is an only suffix in
Megrelian. Moreover, like N. Marr, Arn. Chikobava noted:
"Megrelian uses two suffixes in aorist: -e and -i which
separate Megrelian from Chan, which has only one formant
-i" [1, 135-136]. But in G. Dumézil’s Arkab texts there often
occur cases when in formation of an aorist in the verbs with
i- prefix, the forms with e- ending are observed in Laz as well
as Megrelian: b-i-Sinax-e "I kept", ele-b-i-svar-e "I whittled
smth for myself", b-i-qCan-e "I turned white", b-i-Suv-e "I
got wet", b-i-GurZul-e "I ate my fill/was sated" ...
A peculiar formation of Future was considered a
distinctive morphologic marker of Megrelian and Laz. One
of the novelties, which is presented in the work, is just the
fact that according to formation rule no difference between
Laz and Megrelian (as well as Georgian) is evident, if basing
the existing linguistic facts it will be relevantly qualified (the
discussion and arguments on this issue a reader will see in
the work).
At the same time, I believe that in terms of the dialectal
differentiation the current Zan picture reflects the ancient
state, when the difference between Megrelian and Laz didn’t
make the linguistic opposition, but actually other dialectal
composition of Zan (Colchian) language (which together
with Georgian-Apkhazian-Svan languages covered the vast
territory of the Black Sea coastline region - from
Sinop-Samsun-Trabzon up to the river Psou) was presented.
As linguistic data reveal, at the next stage of its formation
as independent language, Zan (i.e. Colchian) was
differentiated into three main dialects. These are: 1.
Atin-Vits-Arkab, 2. transition subsystem of Khop type and 3.
Megrelian. The first (Atin-Vits-Arkab) dialect covered the
present Khopa, the second (Khop type dialect), which
apparently is of mixed type, covered the administrative
territory of Guria-Samegrelo regions, and the third dialect –
Megrelian of Zan (Colchian) language covered the territory
from Tskhenistsqali-Rioni-Pichori up to the river Psou.
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The fact that Khop type dialect (and not Megrelian) was
widespread on the present Guria-Ajaria area is supported by
the occurrence of Khop (and not Megrelian) properties in
toponymy. For example, in Guria there are attested
toponymic Cholchisms (Zanisms) su-xCe and toba-xCe
(toba-xCa), in which -xCe/-xCa seems to be the
correspondence of Old Geo. ƒce (mƒce) root and is equal to
Laz qCe and Megrelian rCe/Ce "white" adjective. Proper
Proto-Zanian *ƒCe is the source for Megrelian rCe/Ce via
qCe (qC → rC) but from same qCe Khop developed the
spirantized xCe allomorph. Just this xCe "white" is attested
in Guria-Imereti in su-xCe- form. It is logical , that a
Megrelian rCe- cannot be phonetically derived from xCe- (x
→ r transformation in any combination doesn’t occur in
Megrelian). Basing on Megrelian phonotactics if Megrelian
would have xCe the necessity of its superation wouldn’t
have arisen. That is why we believe that in ancient times a
historical Khop-like dialect was spread on present
Ajaria-Guria territory, the traces of which were preserved
only in toponymy. Later, due to the loss of direct contact
with Megrelian, transition dialect (of Khop type) was
restricted on Guria and Ajaria territory - it partially loses
Megrelian-like properties and gradually assimilates to
Atin-Vits-Arkab subdialect, in other words, it becomes Laz.
So-called historic Khop was a transitive type mixed
dialect of Zan (Colchian) language and just it had direct
contact with the ancient Armenian, which is reflected in
lexical Zanisms in Grabar (Old Armenian).
Modern Zan (Megrelian-Laz) language distinguishes two
major dialects - Laz (Chan) and Megrelian. In its turn, Laz
is divided into the following subdialects: Atin, Vits, Arkab
and Khop. Atin included Bulef-Artashen and
Chamli-Hemshin speeches, Chkhal is a separate speech in
Khop. In our opinion, Vits and Arkab are independent
subdialects and they aren’t considered as units of Vits and
Arkab subdialects. Arkab is characterized by some specific
features, which distinguish it from Vits: a) formation of
reduced -don form of -doren auxiliary verb of Present
Perfect. In particular, regularly in Present Perfect, which
generally is based on Aorist stem in Zan, unlike Vits,
zum-es-don, Zir-es-don, yar-es-don allomrphs occur instead
of zum-es-doren, Zir-es-doren, yar-es-doren full forms; b)
formation of Present by means of -e ending in Arkab, which
is quite common, cf .: me-b-a-g-e "I guess", oko-b-i-xv-e "I
separated", do-b-a-rC-e "I’m running", Toli o-b-u-dum-e
"I’m closing the eyes". In this cases, a Present stem is
simplified and a final r disappeared without a trace, i.e. in the
first three verbs there should have been r suffix characteristic
of static verbs: me-b-a-g-e-r, oko-b-i-xv-e-r, do-b-a-rs-e-r;
an active voice verb o-b-u-dum-e loses a final r (resp. mer),
as in other cases: dovuwume ← dovuwumer, qiSime ←
qiSimer, dobdume ← dobdumer; c) as aforesaid, a common
feature of Arkab subdialect and Megrelian-Georgian is the
aorist -e ending: b-i-Sinax-e „I kept“, ele-b-i-svar-e „I
whittled smth for myself“, b-i-qCan-e „I turned white“,
b-i-Suv-e „I got wet“, b-i-GurZul-e "I ate my fill/was sated“.
We are confident that in-depth study of Megrelian-Laz
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dialectology that is an immediate task of Kartvelology, will
reveal many properties of other subdialects.
In terms of structure Laz wasn’t homogeneous even within
Georgia. As is known, in Sarpi a Khop dialect is spoken, but
as Arnold Chikobava noticed in Tkhirnal the features
characteristics of Artashen speech of Atin, in v. Makho –
Vits speech. In Apkhazia, in v. Shatskvara, Pachanta and
Pshaltilug, as well as in Tsara-Shubara (Eshera community)
Arkab and Atin speech was observable.
Three sub-dialects are distinguished in Megrelian dialect
of Zan (Colchian) language: Senaki-Martvilian,
Zugdidi-Jvarian and Samurzaqanian. Senaki-Martvilian
dialect includes the subdialects of Abasha-Senaki, Poti,
Khobi, Martvili and Chkhorotsqu. Bandza-Martvilian and
Chkhorotsqu subdialects are singled out in it. Qualification
of Bandza-Martvilian as a subdialectis based on the
traditional division. As for Chkhorotsqu subdialect, it should
be separately singled out as a mixed linguistic unit, since in
some cases it reveals Zugdidi-Jvarian peculiarities.
Zugdidi-Jvarian subdialect covers Zugdidi and Tsalendjikha
regions where Jvarian subdialect is traditional. The 3rd
subdialect of Megrelian dialect includes Samegrelo
(Samurzaqano) above Enguri. It is spread in the occupied
region of Georgia – in Apkhazia and completely covers the
Gali region, partially – Ochamchire and Tqvarcheli. Before
the occupation, in Apkhazia Megrelian was spoken in
Gulripshi and Sokhumi regions where before the ethnic
cleansing Megrelians had densely inhabited. Last
geographical name, which is of Megrelian origin, should
have been Sxafi-Zga (cf.. topo-formant -Zga in
Samegrelo-Apkhazia).
Megrelian and Laz (Chan), and also Megrelians and
Lazes-Chans have been mentioned in the sources since the
ancient period. A zan- stem (zan-eb-i, zan-ur-i) introduced
by Arnold Chikobava in the scientific circulation is based on
the records of ancient Greek writers, in particular, Procopius
of Caesarea mentioned san- which should reflect a modern
zan- stem, which occurs in Svan: zan/zän „Samegrelo“,
mˆzˆn/mˆ-zn-i
„Megrelian
man“,
zan-är/zan-ar
„Megrelians“, lu-zn-u „Megrelian“.
According to A. Dirr, a zan segment was preserved in the
speech of Kabardians who used zanǎ/zane form to denote
Samegrelo [7].
Truthfulness of the zan term is approved by place names
in Samegrelo: zan-a, zan-at-i et al. which is corresponded by
Imeretian sa-zan-o. Moreover, zan- appeared in Turkey’s
Lazeti: o-zan-et-i, zan-at-i (Athens), zan-uruba (Shangul,
Artashen). If Megrelian-Laz zan is the same as a zan- root in
Georgian zan-av- (G. Bedoshvili), naturally, it can be
supposed that Svan mˆ-zän reflects the same content as the
Georgian m-egr-el-i, i.e. zan- and egur-, are the names of
the rivers (Hydronyms) and the Megrelians and Lazis who
inhabited near these riverbanks were called m-egur-el-‘s
(=Geo engur-el-i) “people from Enguri riverbank” and
mˆ-zan-‘s (= Geo zan-el-i) ‘people from Zan riverbank’.
In this sense, Armenian eger (← egur) and Apkhazian
agr-ua “Megrelian man” are noteworthy which clearly

demonstrate the common origin of egur-//engur- and
m-egr-el-. A Circassian tribal name egeru-qva- corresponds
it (cf. yanu-Kva).
Prop. Zan correspondences of Old Georgian terms
m-egr-i/m-egr-el-i should be reflected in Strabo’s
m-akr-on- (Arn. Chikobava), which is a glotalizied type of
*m-agr-on-. In the latter -on has the same function as in
modern Lazona - laz-on-a "Lazeti" (cf.. surnames
ma-laz-on-ia – ‘Malazonia’). Thus, there was the place name
*arg-on-a (=egr-is-i), from which *m-agr-on- / m-akr-onhas been originated (cf.. laz-on-a → *ma-laz-on-).
Megrelian-Laz margal-i - a correspondence of Georgian
megrel-i should be preserved in older
(non-metathesized) Old Greek form manral-, which is
only a graphical lapse (confusion of n and g in Greek
recording) and actually it is magral- (A. Urushadze,
A.Tughushi). Ancient Georgian written sources document
the earliest megrel-: “aghesrula kurtxeuli mampali
stepanoz... megrelta eristav-eristavta upali“, – “The Blessed
Chief Lord of Megrelians Mampali Stepanozi died”, Athens
captioning., 835[8].
Georgian sources use the term megrel- to denote Lazian
and Chanian (laz-/yan), therefore, sub-ethnical names yani
(zani), lazi don’t occur in the old manuscripts , while
Trebizond is considered to be Samegrelo: "miiwia
trapezundad, qalaqsa mas samegrelojsasa"– “…arrived at
Trebizond – town of Samegrelo” [8].
On the contrary, the foreign sources mostly uses laz/yan.
For example, Greco-Roman and Armenian sources use
laz/yan-, the Georgians of Turkey use only the term Chan
(yan) to denote the Lazi’s. The term loSa/luSa in Urartian
sources is supposed to be a correspondence of laz(G.Melikishvili).
We believe that Urartian form reflects the Zan
(Megrelian-Zan) correspondence of Georgian laz- _ Geo.
laz-i : Zan *loj-a (= Urart. loS-a/luS-a).
Ethnic name alz- in earliest records is noteworthy, as well,
which, in our opinion, should be a reduced Apkhazian form
of Georgian laz- (cf. Apkhaz. a-laz "Laz"). For its part, from
the standpoint of unity of Geo. laz- : Zan *loj- "Laz" stems a
Niko Marr’s assumption that the name laz- can be the same
as zan- using a Svan la- (= Geo. sa-) prefix, though: la-zan
→ laz(i) is deducted [9, 607].
In general, we consider an initial basis that hypothesis,
which proves that Laz laz-i historically denoted Megrelian
and Laz, who resided at the seaside, and Chan yan-i – the
Colchian residing in foothill zone or in the mountains. The
traces are observable in modern Laz: Laz does not call
himself as Chan (yan), but the Laz residing in sea-coastal
region calls Chan (yan) the Laz who resides away from his
home in the mountains and that to who a sea-coastal
inhabitant calls Chan (yan) – the Laz of higher village
inhabitant he calls Chan (yan-), as well… Over the centuries
the names Laz and Chan substituted each other, but, of
course, historically the term Chan (yan-) functioned under a
narrower meaning, apparently, Chan (yan-i) denoted a
highlander Zan (i.e. Chan (yan-i) = highlander Colchian).
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Localization of inter-substitutive sub-ethnonyms
laz-i/yan-i which are attested in Laz dialect of Zan (Colchian)
language indicates that the opposition a highlander (yan-i):
non-highlander (laz-i) should be characteristic of Megrelian
dialect, as well. In particular, the Megrelians who resided in
the mountain were historically called Tsan/Chan
(wan-/yan-i), respectively, their residing land was called –
Tsania (wan-ia <- *wan-e-a, cf. Megr. Son-e „Svaneti“, Kab.
zan-e "Samegrelo"). The form wan-ia has been preserved in
Samurzaqanian subdialect until recently. The same root
wan- is observable in the Megrelian name for the south wind
wan(i)-boria (S. Janashia).
Since Archanjelo Lamberti to date a yan- ethnonym has
been the component of yaniswKali ‘Chanistsqali’, which
occurred in the form of yan-i-wKar-i till the 19th c. (Grigol
Dadiani). In present Megrelian wen-wKar-i "Chanistsqali"
was established. In our observation, yan-/wan- in this
hydronym could not be connected with Lazeti’s Chans
(yan-s). A basis for river-name is local, i.e. Megrelian. In
addition, it is well-known that one of the Kartvelian tribes
residing in the mountainous part of the contemporary
Apkhazia and Samegrelo has been called Tsans (wan-ians)
from the ancient times. Since the river Chan-Tsqar
(yan-i-wKar-i) is sourced just from mountainous Samegrelo,
thus it is called, “water of Tsans/Chans” (wan-/yan-) cf..
Megr. yan-i-wKar-i / wan-i-wKar-i → wen-wKar-i.
The source of Georgian wanar-eb-i should be Megrelian
wan-ar-i; wan-ar-i is equal to Tsanian (Geo wan-el-i) – i.e.
a representative of the Tsani (wan-i) tribe. From this
viewpoint an Old Georgian parallel afs-ar- ethnonym which
seems to be originated from Megrelian afs(u)-el-i (K.
Lomtatitdze) is noteworthy. A Megrelian wan- stem is
preserved in the Apkhazian a-wan form.
According to Abkhaz folk tradition, Atsans (a-wan-s)
inhabited in the mountains of Apkhazia. Tsans (Apkh. pl.
form wan-aa) were horse-herders and resided on the area
from Bzip to Enguri. The remains of their houses were
discovered above 2133 to 2286 meters height, the
Apkhazians called their habitation Tsanigvara (wan-igvara-)
(N. Albov, S. Janashia).
On the basis of the Kartvelian comparative phonetics data
the correspondence of Megrelian-Laz allomorphs wan-/yanshould have had Georgian wen- stem that corresponds with
the *wen- – archetype of Common Kartvelian
proto-language. Unfortunately, today in Georgian *wenstem doesn’t occur, but its historical trace is observable in
Old Armenian wen- "Laz" ethnonym, the source of which
cannot be considered Megrelian-Laz allomorphs for the
simple reason that in Colchian e in wen- isn’t not confirmed
and
should
not
have
been
confirmed,
cf..
sound-correspondence Geo. e : Zan a (C.-Kartv. *e).
To reconstruct a Common Kartevelian (proto-Georgian)
archetype it is noteworthy the Ossetian texts of Nart epic,
where one of the mythical peoples is called bwen (pl.
bwen-Ta) instead of Apkhazian a-wan-s (pl. wan-aa). Our
standpoint is thus: an initial for Ossetian ethnonym bwen is
an alleged Svan regular correspondence for Common
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Kartvelian *wen- archetype which would have been formed
by means of prop. Svan mˆ- prefix and, perhaps, should have
been pronounced as mˆ-yen. Svan sounds order mˆytransferred into *mˆyen → bwen in Ossetian via an oral
borrowing (cf. y → // w alternation in Ossetian).
Thus, according to the Georgian, Apkhazian, Ossetian,
Armenian and Greek materials it is possible to reconstruct
the common *wen- root, which probably denoted a
mountainous Georgians. A trustworthy trace of the existence
of the term *wen- that denoted Georgian (resp. highlander
Georgian) in ancient historical period is obvious in the
Dagestanian data, where the root wor corresponds with
Georgian and chronologically precedes gurji / gurJi
allomorphs. Hence the conclusion: in both dialects of
Megrelian-Laz an inhabitant of lowland (sea-coastal region)
was called Laz (laz-), while one in the mountains (highlander)
– Chan-Tsan (yan- →// wan-).
Spreading areal of Megrelian-Laz is gradually reducing.
As it is well known, historically Zan covered vaster areas
included both western and southwestern Georgia. Most
likely, the transitional dialect between Megrelian and Laz
(mixed dialect) was spread in present Guria and Ajaria which
was neighborly to Laz in the southwest, Megrelian covered
Imereti to Shorapani (G. Machavariani), which is supported
a Megrelian type toponym Puti near Shorapani ( cf.
Megrelian name for t. Poti poti – put-i//put-u which should
have been in Laz Ponto font-o (→ via inversive borrowing
ponto – K. Lomtatitdze), Megrelian covered the present
Lechkhumi region, the Black Sea coastal region till the
mountainous zone of Racha-Svaneti-Apkhazia (cf. Svan.
dal-: Megr. dou- "mountain pass in Apkhazia").
It is no coincidence that the names of all large places in the
Autonomous Republic of Apkhazia are originated from
Megrelian, Zan etymology: Dioskuria (dio-squr-ia)
"Sokhumi" should denote “lot / large spring” that is natural
for the location of Sokhumi (dio = Geo. dia " many, too
“ according to Shota Rustaveli; squr- "source, stream"); the
same squr-"source stream" occurs in kela-sur-i (←*kela
“with/at” + squr-i, cf. similar Laz top. kla-squr-i in
Turkey’s Georgia), which structurally corresponds with
Georgian tba-Tana; OCe-mCire (oCe- “arable field/large
tract of land” + mCire “vast/wide”) → OCamCire (G.
Rogava), either tkvarCel-i "wood covered stairs" or
tkvarCel-ia “plant Cyclamen "(I. Qipshidze, T.
Gvantseladze), gagra ← Megr. gagur-a "top-cut
mountainous place", gagur-a "a mill; grain field"; oxurei
“well-watered river; smithy”; guda-uT-i (guda-va,
guda-ur-i, cf. -uT suffix in kva-uT-i- village in Senaki) and
so on.
Currently, Megrelian dialect of the Zan (Colchian)
language is spoken in Samegrelo (Abasha, Zugdidi, Martvili,
Senaki, Poti, Chkhorotsqu, Tsalenjikha, Khobi),
Samurzaqano (Gali, Ochamchire, Tqvarcheli); to the
northwest Megrelian covers the area to the river Ghalidzga,
to the northeast there is the border of Egrisi ridge (villages
Totani and Khuberi in the Mestia region), to the southeast –
Imereti-Lechkhumi, Tskhenistsqali, Guleikari and left bank
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of Rioni (Abasha district villages: Gagmakodori, Guleikari,
Ketilari), to the south the river Pichori separates Megrelian
dialect from Gurian one.
Over the last thirteen years spreading area of Megrelian
has not changed. The proofing and considering facts on
Megrelian (and Megrelians) are given in Georgian
hagiographic texts "Martyrdom of David and Constantine",
which describes the invasion of Arabs (Marwan II –
Georgians called him “Marwan the Deaf”) in west Georgia
and provides valuable information on the location of country
of Megrelians. The text informs: „aGiZra da daibanaka
qalaqsa JixanquJisasa, queKanasa megrelTasa, sanaxebsa
yKondidisa, romel ars megruliTa eniTa muxa didi, da
rameTu iKo banaki maTi cxeniswKliTgan vidre
afxazeTamdis “ – "And he encamped in the town Jikhankuji,
country of Megrelians, country of Chqondidi, which in
Megrelian means ‘a big oak tree’. And their camps covered
the area from Tskhenistsqali to Apkhazia" (Hagiographic
texts, Tb., 1971, p. 258). Even today the country of
Megrelians covers the area from Tskhenistsqali to Apkhazia
(like during the Arab invasion in the 8th century, in 737-741).

5. Conclusions
Finally, we can sum up all aforesaid, and conclude that
Megrelian and Lazian demonstrate a common system at all
linguistic hierarchy; they are characterized by peculiar
monolithic features; they are completely of Kartvelian
language type and early influence traces of other languages
group aren’t observable; the limit of difference between the
described linguistic units indicates to their only dialectal
differentiation, and therefore, based on the linguistic data,
the described subsystems are qualified as two dialects –
Lazian and Megrelian of one language - Zan (Colchian) one.
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